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Abstract 
We infer in this paper a rather general probabilistic stochastic control method for some 
problems occurring in parametrical statistics, illustrated by two examples of accelerated life 
testing. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we deal with stochastic control problems arising in the framework of 
accelerated life testing. These are experiments performed in order to learn about the 
qualitative behaviour of elements drawn from a population of identical individuals, 
without having to wait for a time comparable to the mean life of the element under 
test. 
There is a very large literature about this kind of problems, let us just mention: 
(Gross and Clark, 1975) (survival of animals in an unfavourable context); ([Del 
Gross0 et al. 19911 life time of a manufactured item). In particular, in (Mann and 
Singpurwalla (1983), one can find a general review of the literature on this matter. 
We will analyse two specific models. In the first one we are interested in the failure 
rate of manufactured items: in this case the experiment amounts to submitting items 
under test to a stress level higher than the usual one. The second mode1 makes 
reference to a population of living particles, and the stress is any action able to 
increase the fertility of the particle. 
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In both models the experiment implies a cost, which typically increases with the test 
time, the level of stress, the number of elements under stress, and so on. On the other 
hand, increasing the values of such quantities is in general likely to improve the final 
information available from the test. Thus there is a trade-off, and a problem of optimal 
test design arises. 
Furthermore, we have to state how the stress acts on the evolution of the system. As 
it is usual in this kind of problems, the relationship between the stress level and the 
dynamics of the system involves some unknown parameters. Following the Bayesian 
point of view, we consider unknown parameters as random variables with a given 
initial distribution. The stochastic optimal control problem then becomes a problem 
with partial observation, the expected values of cost and return at each time have to be 
evaluated with respect to the current distribution of the parameters, conditioned on 
the collected data. This, in turn, requires the solution of a filtering problem. In order to 
transform the problem into one with complete observation (separated problem), we 
will include in the state the conditional distribution of the parameters with respect to 
the process observed up to time t. (Ahmad-Khalil Sheikh, 1985; Blackwell and 
Singpurvalla, 1986; Del Gross0 et al. 1991). 
We use probabilistic methods, that allow one to obtain very general results. They 
require use of weak controls where the probability space Q itself is a control 
parameter. In this context, by exploiting the special form of the generator of the 
controlled process, we prove that the optimal control problem is equivalent to 
a mixed control problem, where the number of particles under test is replaced by 
a stopping time. Finally, we provide, in a particular case, an algorithm allowing for the 
numerical approximation of the value function, and a discussion of the existence of 
sufficient statistics for the filter. 
2. The first model: the “sterile” test 
In this model, we are interested in the reliability of industrial items. The producer is 
concerned with obtaining information about their failure times. These times may be 
very large (as in the case of nuclear industry), hence the accelerated-life method is 
considered. A certain number N,,, of items is selected and submitted to the test. 
Following Del Gross0 et al. (1991), we adopt the so-called power rule (Ahmad-Khalil 
Sheikh, 1985) which means that the relationship between the failure rate At at time 
t and the instantaneous amount of stress S, (belonging to [l, S,,,]) is given by 
where CI and /I are two unknown parameters to be found. Here and in the sequel, N,,,, 
S max are, respectively, a natural and a real number, and LX, p are such that 
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In a classical framework, the aim of the test is to provide the “best” estimate of a, p. 
Instead, we follow the Bayesian point of view and assume that a, fi are random 
variables, with an “a priori” distribution 7c0 on [0, A] x [0, B]. The aim of the test 
becomes: give the distribution rc, of a, /? given the observation up to time t, for any 
t E [O, T]. The control parameters are: S, the stress level and N, the number of items 
submitted to the stress. One may indeed decide to withdraw items from the test (if for 
instance they are too expensive). Furthermore, we point out that adjustment of the 
stress level is at difficult matter: too high a level would imply an immediate destruction 
and too low a level would not shorten sufficiently the life time. By convention, we shall 
suppose that N, be the total number of items submitted to the test before time t 
(including those which failed before this time). 
The observable data are given by Y,, number of items which failed before time t. It is 
natural to suppose that the items behave independently, so that Y, is a point process 
with intensity 
A,(N, - Yt) = aS&(N, - Y,). 
We take into account two phenomena to optimize. First, one wants to run the test for 
a time T and to recover at this time information on the law of (a, j?). This naturally 
introduces a terminal cost; the better the estimate at T the smaller the cost. Moreover, 
the test process generates a running cost, proportional to the number of items under 
stress. We want to run the test and minimize the total cost. 
We shall now present the control problem in a more formal way. The use of 
probabilistic methods (in particular those of El Karoui et al. (1987) and Mazliak, 
(1989)) allows one to obtain very general results. These methods require the use of 
weak controls, and we recall that in this framework the probability space Q is itself 
a parameter, as mentioned in the Introduction. 
We are dealing with a problem with partial observation. In order to transform the 
problem into one with complete observation (separated problem), set 
WY, = a(Y,, s d t)), 
and consider the conditional law rc, of (a, /I) given c?/~. 
We will include in the state the conditional law 7~~. It is well known (Liptser and 
Shiryaev, 1977) that n, can be computed recursively by the so-called filtering equation 
& 
s 
where, for any bounded Bore1 functionf; 
A %(f) = 
ss 
‘f(n, b)n,(da, db). 
0 0 
The previous remarks lead to the following definitions. 
(2.1) 
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Definition 1. A control is a sequence 
where 
(i) (Q, F-t, P) is a probability space satisfying the usual hypotheses, 
(ii) N, is a process with values in { 1,2, . . . , N,,,}, 
(iii) S, is a process with values in [ 1, S,,,], 
(iv) Y, is a point process with intensity 
Q = (N, - Y,). A 
ss 
B aS;rr,(da, db) = (N, - Y,)rrJ&) 
0 0 
and rc, and Y, are connected by the equation 
ddf) = ns-(fis) ; ~;;o@-(“)(dY~ - rc,(&)(N, - YJds) 
s s 
(v) ye N, ,uE.P([O, A] x [0, B]), the family of probability measures on [0, A] x 
[0, B]. For r a non-negative real number, Y, = y, rr, = p. 
The cost associated with the previous control is given by 
T 
J(U) = E cWJ, - Yt)dt + z(nT) > 
* 
(2.2) 
where I is the terminal cost. One may suppose for instance that 
A B A B 2 
IbT) = 
II 
(a2 + b2)rcT(da, db) - U?‘C,(dU, db) 
0 0 u s 0 0 1 
A B 2 
- 
(.i s 
bn,(da, db) . 
0 0 ) 
With this choice the aim of the test becomes the minimization of Var(cc) + Vat(p). 
3. The second model: Test with reproduction 
The second model concerns a population of seeds that are submitted to some kind 
of stress in order to increase their fertility. A new problem of equilibrium gain/cost 
then appears: when the number of seeds increases, one may enlarge the sample under 
test but, on the other hand, the running cost is also increased. 
In this problem one observes continuously the size of the family of seeds, which in 
turn is assumed to form a branching process. 
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3.1. The model 
We suppose that, in standard conditions, the process y,, representing the size of the 
population at time t, is a branching process with generator (Roelly and Rouault, 1990) 
G:- 'f(Y) = a 2 qn[I.f(~ + n- 1) -f(y)1 (3.1) 
n=O.n f 1 
for any bounded measurable function J Where the sequence (qn)*< ,1 G ,,” of real 
positive numbers satisfies 
This means that (y,) is a branching process where any individual lives an exponential 
time with parameter CL At death it gives birth to n particles with probability q,,, 
0 < n < n,, n # 1. 
Again, there are two control parameters: first, the stress level S, to which each seed 
of the sample is submitted, and then the proportion N, of seeds that we place under 
stress. Remark that here N, is a proportion: this means that N,y, is the number of seeds 
under stress. We make the hypothesis that the generator of the process y, at time t, 
with a stress amount S and a proportion under stress N is 
nn 
G?%Y) = ANY 1 Snoq,lY(y + n - 1) -fMl. 
n=O,n i 1 
(3.2) 
The death rate of any individual becomes therefore 
and the probability to produce n descendants at death 
Pm = 
qn s@ 
c:“o,k+l Sk%’ 
Observe that the structure of the generator is such that a higher stress level favours 
a larger number of descendants. Indeed, if k > n, 
lim p,(s)= 0 
S-fee PRW . 
As before, we suppose that the parameters cx and b are unknown and therefore that 
(tl, p) is a random variable with “a priori” distribution rcO, the aim of the test being to 
give information on the “a posteriori” distribution, that is the law of (c(, p) given the 
observations. 
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3.2. Filtering problem 
The first problem we are faced with is the filtering problem that is the determination 
of 
where 
In the previous model, the filtering equation can be derived by using very standard 
procedures. In this model, because of the more complex structure of the generator, we 
prefer to exhibit the derivation of the filtering equation in detail. Let us remark 
however that, as a consequence of the multivariate point process structure of the 
branching processes, it is possible to apply the results of Bremaud (1981). 
A first step in this construction, is a Girsanov-type theorem. We recall it here in the 
formulation of Eisele (1981). Denote by .s,,y(dt, dk) the measure such that 
of@-, Y) = s fk &r&k dk) 
for any bounded measurablef. 
Theorem 2. Let y, be a branching process on the probability space (s2, p-r, P”) with 
generator 
Gf(y) = At, y) f gn(t> y)Cf(y + n - 1) -f(Y)1 
n=O.n z 1 
and let Mt, Y, 410 G n $ ,,,, n + I be real bounded predictable processes. Consider the 
measure associated to the jumps of y, 
c s,,,y,,~y,,. + ,(dt> dh) 
131 
and let Z, be the solution of 
d-5 = Z,-(Ut - , Y,-) - 1) c Er,,y,, - y,,_ + ,(dt> dk) - dtdt, it) c qn(t> YtMdk) 3 
121 fl#l 
z, = 1. 
Then Z, is a martingale. 
Furthermore under the probability P = ZT. PO, the process ( y,),, c t $ T becomes a pro- 
cess with generator 
Gff(y) = dt, Y) f qn(t> y)dn(t, y) Cf(y + n - 1) -f(Y)1 
n=O.n z 1 
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3.3. The Zakai equation 
By a suitable choice of the processes (d,(t, y, CO)),, s n $ nO,n +, , Theorem 2 allows us to 
write that there is a probability P” such that under PO, y, admits 
f s,Cf(Y + n - 1) -f(Y)1 
n=O,n # 1 
as generator. Furthermore, the process 2, defined by 
d-G = Z,- (UN,- (St- )“k~t- - 1) 1 ~,,,yr, - pr,m +,(dt, dk) - dt 
( 
: qnEn(dk) , 
!>I n=O,n f 1 1 
z, = 1. (3.3) 
is a PO-martingale. Finally, denoting 
we obtain by multiplying Eq. (3.3) byf(a, /?) and conditioning by ?Y, 
do,(S) = a,~(.I”($:~ - 1)) c ~,,.~,,-yr,_ +,(dt, dk) - dt : q,e,(dk) , 
121 n=O,n + 1 
with $: = aN,(S,)pky. f 
3.4. The filtering equation 
As usual, the filter IT, is obtained from the non-normalized filter gt by 
n,(f) = g. 
f 
As ~,(l)~,(l)~’ = 1, we have 
da,(l)-’ = - ’ 
01-(l)%(l) 
da,(l) 
-1 Zxp a,-(l) 
1 o,-(l) _ 
G(C) 1 1a, c c).r, - jar,_ +1 (dc k) 
1 
+-- 
o*(l) 
I&($:_ - 1) f qnEi,(dk) dt 
n=o,n # 1 
and so 
da,(l)-’ = a,_‘[~($:~)-’ - 11 2 E,~,~,~,-~~,_ +,(dt,dk) 
ia 
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Then 
drc,(f) = dCa,(f)a,(l)-‘I = a,v(f)dcN-’ + ~tUmtd~tU”) 
Finally, as the process N, is adapted to Yv,, if we denote A: = CX(S,)~” (and hence $: = 
N,A:y,), one obtains the following proposition. 
Proposition 3. Thejfilter ecu = E(f(cc, b)lYu,) satisJies the equation 
Remark. We recover of course the point process filtering equation by considering the 
case where q. = 1. 
3.5. Control problem 
Taking into account the definition of a control given in the first model, we can write 
the following definition. 
Definition 4. A control is a sequence 
where 
(i) (Q, 9-r, P) is a probability space satisfying the usual conditions, 
(ii) N, is a process that ranges in [0, 11, 
(iii) S, is a process that ranges in [l, S,,,], 
(iv) Y, is a branching process with generator 
@*NS(~) = N,Y z n,(X)q, Cf(y + n - 1) -.f’(y)l 
n=o,n i 1 
and TC, is given by the equation 
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dn 
f 
(f) = 7k (.fC 1 - n,- (fb- @:- 1 
7c-(n:_) 
(v) y~~,11~~([O,A]x[O,B])and Y,=y,~,=y. 
The cost associated with this control is 
T 
J(U) = E c&N, Y,dt + I(71r) . 
r 
(3.4) 
4. Equivalence with a mixed control problem 
As we shall see, the two previous control problems, using the special form of the 
generators, can be proved to be equivalent to a mixed control problem, where one of 
the control parameters is replaced by a stopping time. This kind of problem has been 
studied in Mazliak (1989) and therefore, once the equivalence is proved, we can apply 
the existence results proved there. We give the proof in the case of the sterile test 
(where there are fewer technicalities) and then state a general theorem. 
Let us begin by defining the so-called mixed control problem. We shall need the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 5. Let (QF-,, P, Y,, x,, S,, N,, r, (y, p)) be a control. Let LN3S be the 
generator of (Y,, n,) i.e. the operator such that jar all bounded measurable f de$ned on 
iw+ x R x N, C1 in the first two variables, and all I,/I bounded and measurable over 
is an F”,-martingale. Then the operator Ls defined by 
n, Y) = 
N ;;;“~;“Pf (t, n, Y) 
does not depend on N. 
Proof. It has to be proved that the quantity N, - Y, appears as a factor in 
LF.STf(xn,, y,). It suffices to remark that the process (n,, Y,) satisfies the following 
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stochastic differential equation: 
x (dK - ~,(~,)~(N, - Yt)dt) 
and then apply Ito’s formula. q 
With this result, we can define a new operator by 
We set then the following definition. 
Definition 6. A mixed control with initial conditions (r, y, p) is a sequence 
where 
(i) p is an p-1-stepping time, 
(ii) St is a process with values in [l, S,,,], 
(iii) (7~~~ _yl) is a process with generator &f, 
(iv) n, = p, yr = y. 
The set of these controls is denoted by E(r, _v, e). 
The cost associated to this control is 
P 
T!(U) = E ~SdNmax - _Y,)dt + 1 bp) . (4.1) 
r 
Remark. Recall that in a weak formulation the probability space itself is a control 
parameter: the equivalence between a control problem and a mixed control problem 
amounts to associating a suitable mixed control r/ to each control U, in such a way 
that J(U) = J(U). The two following theorems prove this equivalence. 
Theorem 7. Let g = (Q F P Y 7~ S p, r, (y, p)) be a mixed control. Then, there _> _f, _> _t> _f, _f> _ - 
exists a control U = (52, F,, P, Y,, n,, S,, N,, r, (y, p)) such that 
J(U) = J( 9. 
Proof. Let us define the control process N by 
N, = N,,,, s d P, 
N, = Y,, s > p. 
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Then, we get immediately that ( yt, cl) admits cN, s as generator and that the control 
(Q,, Et, lj’, _Y,, r~*, St, 8,) has the same cost as the mixed control (Q, I;,, P, Yt, :t, 
&P) . 0 
Theorem 8. Let U = (C2, F,, P, Y,, rcl, S,, N,, Y, (y, p)) be a control. Then, there exists 
a mixed control U = (52, &, l’, _r,, F,, Sr, p, r, (y, p)) such that 
J(U) = J(G!). 
Proof. The idea is to prove that a time change allows one to transform 
a process with generator 4. 
Let us implicitly define the increasing family y(t) of stopping times by 
t= 
s 
y(t) N,-Y, 
ds 
o N,,, - Y, 
for t < p = j 0’ [(Ns - Y,)/(N, - Y,)] ds. The process C, = j ‘0 [(Ns - 
(Y, 7~) into 
YAAN, - 
Y,)] ds is continuous, non-decreasing, bounded by t and adapted to Ft. The stopping 
times y(t) are therefore bounded below by t. 
Let us define S by S, = Syttj for t < p and St = S,,, for t > p. 
The process ( Yy(fj, ql)) is an flyctJ P recess and it is a good candidate to be a process 
with generator &. There are two difficulties. First remark that, as N, - Y, can be equal 
to 0, y(t) is not, a priori, strictly increasing. Therefore, it is not obvious that, for 
instance, Yyctj is a point process. The second problem lies in the fact that, in order to 
state the stopping problem it is necessary to define the processes Y and rc for any time _ 
t. We can bypass these troubles by the use of the martingale problem formulation with 
respect to the generators L and L on a canonical space. 
Let 
D = {cadlag functions from [w+ in N } 
and 
K = {cadldg functions from lR+ in .9([0, A] x [0, B]) 
and let us consider on the canonical space (D x K, 9@X) a probability P’ such that 
the canonical process (Z,, v,) admits &‘-=x as generator (there is one because of the 
regularity of the coefficients of L’-=). Then, it is easy to check that the process 
(Y*, 3) = (Y,‘U A p) + (Z, - Z, A p), Z,.(, A p) + (v, - v, h Q)) 
defined on 
Q=QxDxK 
equipped with probability 
f=P@P’ 
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is a process with generator &” with respect to the filtration 
Fr = py(r h p, 0 gt 0 x,. 
We can then write the equality 
T 
E (s cS,(N, - Y,)dt + I(Q) 0 > (s 
P 
= & OJIll,X - K)S,dt + 1bp) 
0 
and so deduce that the costs associated to the control 
(Q, F,, p, Y,, 711, s,, N,) 
and to the mixed control 
(sz, Ft3 P> _r 712, SI> P) 
are equal. 0 
We give now a general theorem, that is a general statement about the equivalence 
between a control problem with two parameters and a mixed control problem. We 
remark that in the previous proof we have only used the fact that one of the two 
control parameters appears only in a factor common to the generator and the 
dynamic cost. The same proof as in the previous section gives then 
Theorem 9. Let us consider a process X, dejined by a controlled generator L”‘,” (where 
N and S are the control processes). Suppose that there exists an increasing positive real 
function cp and an operator Ls such that 
LNsS = q(N)&’ 
and that the cost function is given by 
A 
E cp(N,)ti(s> S,, XJds 
0 
Then the control problem is equivalent to a mixed control problem. 
5. Consequences of the equivalence 
5.1. Existence results 
The equivalence between our initial problem and a mixed control problem allows 
us to apply the existence results proved in Mazliak (1989). 
We get the following separation results. 
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Corollary 10. Let us consider the value function of the mixed control problem 
and let E > 0. Then, the stopping time dejined by 
is c-optimal. 
Moreover, as the range for the control S is compact, we can also deduce the 
following existence result of an optimal measure-valued control. Let us recall that 
a relaxed control is a measure S(dt, du) over [w+ x [0, S,,,], whose projection on [W’ is 
the Lebesgue measure. Note that any control process S,, can be identified with the 
measure &(du)dt. This means that the notion of relaxed control generalizes the 
notion of control. We have then the following theorem. 
Theorem 11. There exists a relaxed mixed control 
(Q, F,> P> Yt> n,, S(dt, W, PI> 
which is optimal. 
5.2. An algorithm jbr the value jitnction 
Generally, and this is well illustrated by the previous corollary, it is interesting 
to compute the value function V of the problem. In Mazliak (1990), there 
is an algorithm (which follows the methods of Kushner (1977) and was introduced 
initially in Pragarauskas (1983) without stopping) producing a numerical approxima- 
tion of V. We aim to present it here for the sterile test in the very particular case 
where p is deterministic (equal to 1 for simplicity) and where c( takes only two values 
ai and c(~. 
In this case, knowledge of the filter n, corresponds to that of rc: = rct(ll,=,,) and 
7~: = 7rt(Q,=,,). In fact, as 7r: + 7t f = 1 it suffices to know the (real) process 7~: that we , 
denote simply by rc,. 
The assumption that p is constant simplifies considerably the expression of the 
generator & that takes the following form: 
L,S.f (7 Y) = H f Ml71 a171 + cX,(l - 71)’ Y+l 1 -f (713 Y) 
- $r> Y) 
(a1 - ~,)~r(l - n) 
cY,7c + cc,(l - n) ) 
(EIE + a,(1 - ~))S(NIn,x - Y). 
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Let us write 
M-h Y) = f i( a1 a171 + az(l - 71)’ Y+l ) -f (7 Y) 
- g(T Y) 
(MI - a,)41 - 4 
aln + az(1 - 7C) i 
(Lx171 + cQ(l - n)). 
As first, we examine the discretization without taking into account the stopping 
phenomenon. The Hamilton-Jacobi&Bellman equation (El Karoui, 1979) takes then 
the following form (to simplify, we suppose that T, final test time, is equal to 1). 
0 = $> 71, Y) + s * G, V(s, n, y) + c) . (Nmx - Y) .(L m xc, Y) + 4, (5.1) 
with the final condition 
Jf(l, 71, Y) = I(74 
where S*(x) = S,,, if x > 0 and S*(x) = 1 otherwise, and where I is a function from 
IR to Rf representing the final cost. 
We discretize the previous equation in the following way: given At and Art both 
inverses of integers, for 0 < i < (Ax)-‘, one determines 0 < i* < (ATT-’ such that 
i*Ax d 
uIiArc 
txIiAx + ~~(1 - iAx) 
< (i* + l)Ax. 
For 
the term iV(s, 7c, y) is replaced by 
i;,i.y = 
ciIi _ i* 
xIiAn. + ~~(1 - iAn) Q’,, + I 
+ (a2 - ccr)(iAx)(l - iAn)“.““A, uf’i’j (aliAn + ~(1 - iAx)) 
1 
and the discretized (HJB) equation, with steps At and An, becomes 
u,-l,i,j = ur,i,j + At.S*(C,i,j + c)(C,i,j + c)(N,x -j), (5.2) 
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with the final condition 
Adding now the optimal stopping problem, we must moreover, in the previous 
equation, compare the obtained value u with the terminal cost. We discretize therefore 
V by ~,,i, j, where 
d,,i, j = min(u,_ i,i,j, Z(iAn)) 
cl/At,i,j = I(iAn), (5.3) 
where 
rz-l,i,j = fit,i,j + Ar.S*(C,i,j + c)(C,i,j + c)(N,,, -j). 
The results of Pragarauskas (1983) and Mazliak (1989) give then the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 12. Let C$‘4” be the solution of (5.3) discretized with steps At and Arc. We 
extend it on a function dejined on Rf x Iw+ x N by 
l/At- 1 l/An- 1 
V Ar,An(r, 7c, y) = ,gO 1 C~~,~“Q (tAr G I <(t + I)At,,An < x < (I + I)An). 
i=O 
Then 
lim VA’, An 
k, n, Y) = V(r, 71, y). 
At,An+O 
6. Sufficient statistics for the filter 
As seen, the crucial point in the previous part was that the filter could be described 
by a finite-dimensional process. The reason was simply that (CC, /I) had only a finite 
number of states. In fact, there are other situations in which one can prove the same 
result (existence of sufficient finite dimensional statistics). We discuss now the exist- 
ence of sufficient finite-dimensional statistics in the case of the fertile test. To our 
knowledge, users of accelerated life tests do not have at their disposal a general 
method that guides them in the choice of the stress amounts (Mann and Singpurwalla, 
1983). A common choice is to change the stress amounts by previously determined 
steps. 
In that case the control problem disappears (as S,, amount of stress, becomes 
deterministic). Only the optimal stopping problem remains. Moreover, as we shall 
prove below, the existence of a finite-dimensional process suffices to describe n, 
entirely. The ideas of this section are quite simple, but the presence of branching 
processes makes the formulas complex. 
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Then we suppose here that the process S, is deterministic, equal to 
Sr= $J SiQ[t,.r,+,[, 
i=O 
with 
0 = to < tl < ... < t,+l = T. 
6.1. Drscription qf the jilter 
We go back to the notations of 3.2; the density dP/dP’ is given by 
+,(dt,dk)-dt~=o~~~~~s.(dk) > 
(6.1) 
We begin by splitting the jump process of y, with respect to the size of these jumps: we 
call y: the number of “l-births” (death of one seed and birth of 1 seeds) that happen 
before t. In particular, 
Yl = f (1 - l)Yf 
I=O.l i 1 
and Eq. (3.3) can be rewritten as 
dZ, = z Z,F (MNIn,x(St 
I=O,f f 1 
zo = 1. (6.2) 
)“‘yt- - 1N-b: - adt), 
whose solution is 
c I”’ I 
Zt = fi n (xN,,,(S,i_)P’y,:~)exp [J (1 - ~N,,,(S,)P’yr- )qldr), (6.3) 
f=o,l#l r;<t 0 
where (rf), aI is the jump-times sequence of the process (y:). Using the definition of (S,), 
this becomes 
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where 
hi = 1 l(,Vj,+, - _Yi,) h = 2 l(Yf - Yf-1. 
I=O.l z 1 I=O,l i 1 
Since (x, fi) and (y,) are independent under PO, one can write 
Suppressing the terms which do not depend on the integration variables and therefore 
cancel from the ratio q(f) = a,(f)/o,(l), we obtain q(f) = n,(f)/~~(l), where 
c Q :r,~r<,,+,I.f(a,b)(aN,,,),‘:+ .‘. +y: 
O<.,<p 
Let us consider the two following families of processes. For 0 d 1 d no, I # 1, we 
denote 
yf = (Y:, hi> Yi, A I? - Yi, A I? “. Yi,,, A, - Y:,A ,I 
Yfgi=y:,+,.,-yjr.,, o< i<p 
Moreover, we set 
and 
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We obtain 
Pt(f 1 = 
O<s<p 
The cost becomes 
= E c i SiXf + 1(x,) = E(G((yi)~.,.n,,,,+,, Xr)). 
i=O 1 
Therefore, we have shown that the mixed control problem can be written in terms of 
the processes ( Y&I i I s no, I + 1 and X,: these processes are therefore s@cient statistics 
that have the great advantage (in comparison with the previously considered pair 
(Y,, n,)) that they are jinite dimensional. 
6.2. Recursive equation of the dynamic programming principle 
In this framework, we are going to write the dynamic programming equation. It 
concerns the value function of the problem which is here of the following kind 
where y’ = (yb, . , yz), and x = (x0, . . , xp). 
Let us fix a death time z and give a brief description of the dynamic programming 
equation at r (El Karoui, 1979). It represents the behaviour of the cost, depending on 
whether we stop the test before or after the next jump-time following r, denoted by ?. If 
we stop before the jump-time, then nothing is changed. On the other hand, if we stop 
after this time, we may decide to stop at ? but with the payment of a new terminal cost. 
We have then 
Q(~,(Y’),.,..~.,.,,x) = infECQ,,iG((Y~),.,..,.I+l,Xs) 
S 
+Q s>iQ(Z”,(Y:h<l<. ,~~,X,)/(Y:)=Y’,X,=XI. . . 0. 
The idea is to use the fact that between 7 and ? the problem is roughly deterministic. In 
particular, we have the following property (Bremaud, 1981): if S is a stopping time 
such that S < ?, there exists a constant 0 < T such that S = ? A 6 on r d S. 
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Moreover, let us look at the evolution of the processes (Yf), <, S ,lO., +, and X, 
between r and ?. 
If r d 8 < 7, one has 
and 
x, = x + (0, 0, . . ,e A t j+ , - 5,e A tr+ 2 - e A tj+ 1, . ) 0 A t, + , - 8 A tp) 
provided that tr d r < tr+ , . On the other hand, 
(y~)oa~“,.w = (Y') + 2 QiET(k,(Qi<rl>... ,Qr,<ict,+,)ek 
k=O,k z 1 
and 
Xi = X + (0, O, . . . , f A tr+ 1 - T, z” A tr+ 2 - ‘f A ti+ 1, . . , ? A t, + 1 - ? A l,), 
where T E T(k) means that the death time z” is a time of k-birth and ck is the vector 
(0, . . . , 1, 0, . . . ,O) (1 is at the kth-place). 
We can sum-up all the previous results in the equation 
Q(T,(Y’)~.I,...,,,,x) 
= inf E [I,, ;G(y’), x + (0, 0, . . . ,0 A tr+ 1 - T, 6 A tj-+ z 
r<O< 7- 
- 8 A tj+ , , . ,8 A t, + , - 8 A tp)) 
Denoting the conditional distribution P(Z = VIP’,) by cc,., we obtain finally the 
following recursive equation: 
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x +(0,0,... ) A tr+ v, v A tr+2 - v A tj+ ,, ) 
vr\t,+,- v 
which is the final desired result. 
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